Hunt Imaging
A History
Of Research,
Innovation and
Quality

Hunt Imaging originated as Philip A. Hunt Chemical
Company in 1909. Founded in Brooklyn, New York
by Philip Arthur Hunt, the Company traded in raw
“fine” chemicals and mixed chemistry for the
motion picture industry.
Hunt’s reputation was built on a strong foundation
of R&D and quality. The company’s innovations
included the first liquid concentrate developers for
X-ray films and then for the graphic arts industry.
In the 1960’s, Hunt Chemical entered the color
photofinishing business with the first lower
replenishment developers, and opened a plant in
Belgium. This began over 35 years of research and
manufacturing activities in Europe. In 1984, Hunt
developed its activities in the electrostatic toners
for original equipment manufacturers and its
photoresist business for the computer industry.
Today Hunt Imaging, a leading producer of liquid
and dry toners, continues its 90-year tradition of
innovative products development with the
introduction of advanced quality toners and
carriers for high-speed printers. Our newest
product line of toners for IBM® Infoprint® Systems
are designed to maximize productivity, minimize
maintenance, and reduce cost per page.

R&D
The Hunt Imaging Technology Group is supported
by specially equipped laboratories as well as
state of the art production and quality control
equipment. Our experience and expertise in
particle technology together with related scientific
disciplines permit us to explore a full range of
technological concepts and arrive at proprietary
imaging materials. Hunt holds numerous patents
for chemistry, processes and applications of
toner products

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
We work closely with some of the world’s leading
image equipment manufacturers, jointly developing
toners to meet specialized requirements. Hunt
Imaging’s specially formulated high quality
products are currently being distributed to Original
Equipment Manufacturers and through a worldwide
distribution channel as Hunt Imaging and privately

labeled products. All Hunt imaging toner supplies
meet or exceed the specifications developed by the
Original Equipment Manufacturer.

QUALITY
Our status as a manufacturer with ISO 9001:2002
certified plants and laboratories in Berea, Ohio and
Belgium is an achievement that demonstrates a
clear commitment to world-class quality. Achieving
this certification assures the highest level of quality
control and manufacturing process controls
available. At Hunt Imaging, consistency and quality
are paramount.

SERVICE AND SUPPORT
Our international service and distribution
capabilities allow us to deliver products to our
customers in the quantities they need at the time
they need them. We maintain sufficient inventories
to support increasing demands of the larger
distributor and data centers. Hunt Imaging
products offer the opportunity of choice with high
quality supplies that are value priced and backed
by our 100% quality guarantee.
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